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Abstract Association mapping of sequence polymor-

phisms underlying the phenotypic variability of quantita-

tive agronomical traits is now a widely used method in

plant genetics. However, due to the common presence of a

complex genetic structure within the plant diversity panels,

spurious associations are expected to be highly frequent.

Several methods have thus been suggested to control for

panel structure. They mainly rely on ad hoc criteria for

selecting the number of ancestral groups; which is often not

evident for the complex panels that are commonly used in

maize. It was thus necessary to evaluate the effect of the

selected structure models on the association mapping

results. A real maize data set (342 maize inbred lines and

12,000 SNPs) was used for this study. The panel structure

was estimated using both Bayesian and dimensional

reduction methods, considering an increasing number of

ancestral groups. Effect on association tests depends in

particular on the number of ancestral groups and on the

trait analyzed. The results also show that using a high

number of ancestral groups leads to an over-corrected

model in which all causal loci vanish. Finally the results of

all models tested were combined in a meta-analysis

approach. In this way, robust associations were highlighted

for each analyzed trait.

Introduction

Association mapping aims at linking phenotypic variation

to common sequence polymorphisms in collections of

unrelated individuals. This approach, initially developed in

human genetics (see for reviews Khoury et al. 2009;

Hirschhorn et al. 2002), was introduced with success in

various plant species (see for reviews Zhu et al. 2008;

Ersoz et al. 2007) and is now widely used in plant genetics.

Compared to linkage mapping, it offers several advantages

such as: (1) the saving of time and money by using existing

populations instead of creating cross-controlled popula-

tions, (2) analysis of more than two alleles per locus on

average (depending on the panel diversity), and (3) high

expected resolution owing to a short extent of linkage

disequilibrium (Flint-Garcia et al. 2005). However, besides

these assets, there are still some disadvantages such as (1)

the presence of rare alleles at some loci, (2) the need for a

high marker density and (3) the need for efficient control of

panel population structure and/or relatedness between

individuals (Thornsberry et al. 2001; Yu et al. 2006).

The short extent of linkage disequilibrium in the

diversity panels requires a high marker density to increase

the chances of detecting a causal polymorphism or poly-

morphisms that are tightly linked to the former. With the

advent of plant genome sequencing projects (http://www.

ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/leuks.cgi) and with the devel-

opment of new medium- and high-throughput genotyping
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and sequencing techniques (Lin et al. 2008; Wang et al.

2009; Shendure and Ji 2008), this inconvenience should be

solved in the near future for both model plant species and

those that have economic importance.

The plant panels comprise samples of mixed and/or

admixed individuals from different genetic origins. The

presence of several genetic origins within the panels, in

different and unknown proportions, induces linkage dis-

equilibrium between unlinked loci (Ersoz et al. 2007);

consequently, this may increase the rate of false positives

that are statistically associated to the analyzed trait without

actually being involved in its phenotypic variation. In

synthetic association populations, such as the multi-parent

advanced generation inter-cross (MAGIC) populations

(Cavanagh et al. 2008) and the maize nested association

mapping (NAM) population (Yu et al. 2008), the structure

is well characterized. They allow thus both high mapping

resolution and better control of population structure. Con-

versely, within the classical association panels, the real

structure of the material is not totally known; it is thus

inferred with various statistical methods using molecular

markers. In the association mapping test, the structure

control methods can be divided into three types of

approach: (1) genomic control, (2) fixed model and (3)

unified mixed model.

The genomic control method uses random markers to

evaluate the global structure effects on P values; the latter

are then adjusted to account for the statistical inflation

caused by the structure (Devlin and Roeder 1999). The

fixed model approaches use molecular markers to estimate

the panel structure; these estimates are integrated in the

association mapping tests as covariate fixed effects. Like-

wise, mixed model approaches use both fixed and random

effects to control the panel structure (Yu et al. 2006; Zhao

et al. 2007; Stich et al. 2008).

To compute the fixed structure effects, Bayesian meth-

ods (Pritchard et al. 2000; Corander et al., 2003) and

Principal Components Analyses (Price et al. 2006; Patterson

et al. 2006; Zhu and Yu 2009) are widely used. The

Bayesian model-based clustering methods assume Hardy–

Weinberg and linkage equilibrium between the loci within

the subpopulations. Starting with uniform priors, informa-

tion about the origins of the individuals (in the case of

mixture) or about the origin of proportions of individual

genomes (in the case of admixture) is inferred. Approxi-

mations of posterior distributions are obtained using Markov

chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods.

Principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the most

widely used techniques for dimensional reduction and data

summary. It enables the identification of key components

of the structure within the data without resorting to a model

(McVean 2009). Since the markers used to estimate the

panel structures are chosen so as to be physically distant

and selectively neutral, the linkage disequilibrium between

them is due principally to the panel stratification; the panel

structure is thus the main information that is summarized

by the first components.

With the above methods, the number of ancestral groups

used to account for the panel structure is set by the user.

Prior information and several independent approaches,

relying mostly on ad hoc criteria, are used to help select the

suitable number of groups. However, this choice is quite

difficult to make for complex panels, because the results

given by the different criteria are often inconsistent and

prior information may not help to select one of them. The

structure model might thus be mistaken and lead to an

under- or over-estimation of the true panel structure. The

under- and over-structured models may either increase the

rate of false positives or false negatives. The problem is

then to determine the extent of this effect and to find a way

to select true positives in a real data set if no obvious

structure model is revealed by the different criteria.

The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of the

number of covariates used to control the structure effects

on the results of association tests by using a maize diversity

panel that was known to have a very complex internal

structure (Camus-Kulandaivelu et al. 2006; Camus-Kul-

andaivelu et al. 2007). The structure estimates were com-

puted using both Bayesian model-based and dimensional

reduction methods. The results of the association mapping

tests with these structure models were compared for several

group numbers.

To select the true positives, the association mapping

results with the entire tested models were summarized in a

meta-analysis approach, which highlighted the loci show-

ing the most robust associations.

Materials and methods

Plant material and phenotypic data

A total of 342 maize inbred lines from the diversity panel

previously described by Camus-Kulandaivelu et al. (2006)

were analyzed (see Table 1 on supplemental data). This

panel is representative of European and American maize

diversity and covers a wide range of flowering times.

Within the 342 inbred lines, 139 were directly obtained by

selfing from traditional open pollinated varieties. The

inbred lines used in the study have non-missing phenotypic

data and less than 10% of heterozygous or missing

genotypes.

The analyses focused on two phenotypic traits with

different correlations to population structure: male flow-

ering time (MFT) and thousand-kernel weight (TKW).

Compared to MFT, TKW is less correlated to the structure.
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The field trials and the phenotypic data analyses have

been described by Camus-Kulandaivelu et al. (2006) for

MFT and by Manicacci et al. (2009) for TKW. The phe-

notypic variation explained by the genotypes extended

from 808.2 up to 1,556 growing day degrees (GDD) for

MFT and from 69 up to 264 g for TWK.

Genotypic data

A set of 12,000 proprietary single nucleotide polymor-

phisms (SNPs), from 3,704 gene coding sequences, were

genotyped using an Illumina Infinium BeadArray technol-

ogy (Steemers and Gunderson 2007). Among these loci,

9,945 were polymorphic in the panel with minor allele

frequencies higher than 3%.

Within the gene coding sequences, 4,058 haplotypic

markers were reconstituted by concatenating SNPs that are

physically located in a 1,500 base pairs (bp) window,

yielding multiallelic markers. The concatenations were

performed within a 1,500-bp window, as linkage disequi-

librium decline very quickly beyond this distance (data not

shown). SNPs that were alone in a given genic region were,

however, kept for the analyses.

Statistical analyses

The association mapping tests were carried out at the SNP

level using a two-step linear model. First, a covariate

matrix S was introduced to deal with the phenotypic vari-

ability due to the panel structure:

Y ¼ 1lþ Sbþ e ð1Þ

where Y is a vector of phenotypic data; 1 is an identity

matrix; l is the trait mean; S is the matrix of structure

covariates; b is a vector of the panel structure effects and

e is a vector of the residual effects.

Second, the SNP effects were tested on the adjusted

phenotypes using the following model:

ê ¼ 1l0 þMhþ e0 ð2Þ

where ê is the vector of the phenotypes corrected from the

panel structure; 1 is an identity matrix; l0 is the adjusted

phenotype mean; M is a tested locus; h is a vector of locus

effects and e0 is a vector of model residuals.

When no structure control was applied, the SNP effects

were directly tested on the phenotypes.

The multiplicity problems were resolved by controlling

the false discovery rate (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995) at

10%. The R package qvalue (Storey 2002) was used.

To compute the structure estimates, a set of 641 hap-

lotypic markers were selected among the 4,058 available

ones; these selected loci had less than 5% missing data and

were genetically mapped at intervals of more than 1 cM,

allowing a good coverage of the IBM maize genetic map

(Falque et al. 2005). Among these 641 loci, 233 were

biallelic (SNPs that are alone in a given genic region); the

remaining 408 loci were multiallelic with an allele number

varying from 3 to 38; the average allele number was 5 per

locus. A total of 2,485 alleles were identified. Each inbred

line was analyzed as a haploid individual.

In all, 98 different models (S matrices) were used to

control the panel structure in the association mapping tests.

They were computed by the STRUCTURE Software

(Pritchard et al. 2000) for the most likely and the second

most likely outputs, principal component and multiple

correspondence analyses (Table 1).

The admixture model of STRUCTURE.2.2 software

(Pritchard et al. 2000) was run on the assumption that allele

frequencies are correlated among subgroups (Falush et al.

2003). This assumption is in agreement with the results of

Matsuoka et al. (2002), which suggest that cultivated maize

traces back from a single domestication event. Twenty

independent repetitions of a number of groups varying from

1 (no structure within the panel) to 20 were performed with a

50,000 burn-in period followed by 100,000 iterations.

PCA is a model-free method that is widely used to

describe population structures. It is generally carried out on

biallelic markers for which numerical values are attributed

(0 and 2 for the homozygous and 1 for the heterozygous

Table 1 Summary of the tested structure models

Structure methods Corresponding structure models

Name of the

S matrices

Number of structure

groupsa
Degrees of

freedomb
Number of resulting

models

STRUCTURE2.2 software (most likely model) Q1 2–20 1–19 19

STRUCTURE2.2 software (second most likely model) Q2 2–20 1–19 19

Principal component analysis P 2–31 1–30 30

Multiple correspondence analysis M 2–31 1–30 30

a The number of ancestral groups in the structure models
b The number of degrees of freedom absorbed by the S matrix in the association mapping tests
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loci) (Price et al. 2006; Patterson et al. 2006). Since this

study’s loci were multiallelic, the PCA was adapted to the

data set as follows.

Starting with the table of genotypes X(N,L) (N being the

number of individuals and L the number of loci), a dis-

junctive table A(N,M) (a 0–1 binary table in which each

column indicates whether an allele is absent or present in

a given genotype) was generated with N individuals and

M alleles. Table A entries were centered and standardized

by subtracting the column means pal (pal ¼ 1
N

PN
i¼1 Aial) and

then dividing by the column standard deviation

(
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
palð1� palÞ

p
); the missing values were set to 0. From

each locus, one allele was suppressed and the PCA was

performed on the resulting table A0 using the R package

Ade4 (Chessel et al. 2004). The alleles were normalized in

this way because each one approximates a binomial dis-

tribution with a variance Npalð1� palÞ.
Given that the study’s genotypic data were qualitative

in nature, a multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) was

also performed. Similarly to PCA, MCA is a dimensional

reduction and data summary technique applied to cate-

gorical variables (Tenenhaus and Young 1985). It is an

extension of the bivariate simple correspondence analysis

to more than two variables. MCA was performed on

table X(N,L) using the R package Ade4 (Chessel et al.

2004).

To help select the ‘‘appropriate’’ number of groups to

control the panel structure, statistical test and several ad

hoc criteria were proposed (Evanno et al. 2005; Pritchard

et al. 2007; Camus-Kulandaivelu et al. 2007; Patterson

et al. 2006). The best structure models in accordance with

these criteria were selected and their association results

were compared with the results of the neighboring

models.

Results

Structure estimates

The STRUCTURE2.2 admixture model was run for a

group number (K) varying from 1 to 20 with 20 repetitions

for each group. To select suitable K, the criterion suggested

by Pritchard et al. (2007) was applied to choose the

smallest K after having reached a plateau of the ‘‘Ln P(D)’’

values (‘‘Ln P(D)’’ being the log-likelihood of the

STRUCTURE model estimates). As shown in Fig. 1, no

such plateau was clearly reached in this study’s panel.

Evanno et al. (2005) proposed a more formal criterion

leading to a more salient break in the slope of the distri-

bution of the Ln P(D) values. Figure 2 shows the results of

delta(K), which is the mean of the second order rate of

change of the Ln P(D) values of a given K divided by the

Ln P(D) standard deviation; the curve shows an upper

delta(K) value at 2 groups (1 structure covariate), followed

by a local upper value at 16 groups (15 structure covari-

ates). Similarly, the reliability of STRUCTURE software

outputs was analyzed by calculating the distance described

by Camus-Kulandaivelu et al. (2007). The neighbor joining

tree of these distances indicates that until K = 5 groups

(4 covariates), STRUCTURE software outputs are quite

stable with the outputs of each group number being grouped

together; only the three less likely outputs at K = 4 and the

two less likely outputs at K = 5 were not clustered with the

others from the same group numbers. For a group number

higher than 5, the outputs were not clearly grouped

according to K (Fig. 3). Hence, if the model choice relies on

STRUCTURE software output reliability, then five groups

(4 covariates) would be used, which corresponds to the

number of groups commonly used for the panel studies

(Camus-Kulandaivelu et al. 2006; Ducrocq et al. 2008).

Fig. 1 Log-likelihood of the STRUCTURE software outputs as a

function of the number of degrees of freedom absorbed by the

structure model (filled diamond), and the mean of the log-likelihood

of 20 STRUCTURE independent runs as a function of the number of

degrees of freedom absorbed by the structure model (solid line).

Outlier STRUCTURE runs with very low Log-likelihood values (until

-2,356,000) induced a high mean decrease at 4 degrees of freedom (5

groups) and at more than 16 degrees of freedom (17 groups)

Fig. 2 Values of the delta(K) criterion as a function of the number of

degrees of freedom absorbed by the structure model
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Principal component and multiple correspondence

analyses were also performed. The number of significant

principal components was set using the Tracy–Widom

statistic (Tracy and Widom 1994) without correcting for

linkage disequilibrium. The first four PCA and six MCA

components were significant at the 5% level. These 4 PCA

and 6 MCA first components explained, respectively, 8.64

and 9.80% of the whole variability described by the 641

haplotypic markers used. These percentages are quite large

since 71 PCA components and 74 MCA components are

required to explain 50% of the total panel variability.

A graphical criterion was then applied for the purpose of

selecting all the covariates until a convex pattern occurred

in the curve of eigenvalues with respect to their rank (the

‘‘elbow’’ criterion). This criterion clearly indicated four

covariates for both PCA and MCA. However, secondary

inflection points were observed on the curve (results not

shown).

For the model reduction methods, this would thus mean

selecting four PCA components and either four or six MCA

components to control the panel structure. Nonetheless, the

aim of this study was to compare the association results of

these models with the remaining ones.

The above test and criteria do not take the phenotypic

information into account when selecting a structure model.

Zhu and Yu (2009) used the phenotypic data in a two-step

model selection criterion. Similarly, the Bayesian infor-

mation criteria (BIC) for the fit of the structure models to

the phenotypes (Schwarz 1978) were used as a criterion to

select the best one. When analyzing MFT (Fig. 4a), the

minimum BIC value was reached at 22 covariates for both

P and M models, at 16 covariates (17 groups) for the Q1

models and at 14 covariates (15 groups) for Q2 models. For

TWK (Fig. 4b), the lowest BIC value was reached at four

covariates for both P and M models, at seven covariates for

Q1 model and at ten covariates for Q2 models. These BIC

values are quite similar between P and M models, on the

one hand, and between Q1 and Q2 models, on the other.

When confounding all the methods, the M model with 22

and 4 covariates were the best fitting ones for, respectively,

MFT and TWK. Figure 4 clearly shows that the BIC values

depend on the analyzed trait and on the method used to

estimate the panel structure.

Depending on the structure method and on the criteria

used to choose a given number of structure groups, the

selected models were different. In this study, the following

models were selected: the Q1 models with 1, 4, 7 or 16

covariates, the Q2 models with 10 or 14 covariates, the

P models with 4 or 22 covariates or the M models with 4, 6

and 22 covariates. This was why this study investigated the

effects of choosing such a model on the results of associ-

ation mapping tests.

Association mapping tests

The association mapping tests were carried out for the

9,945 available SNPs, using each of the models described

above to control population structure. For each model, the

significant loci were selected after having controlled the

FDR at 10%.

Fig. 3 Neighbor joining tree of the STRUCTURE software outputs.

The pairwise Euclidian distances were computed from the predicted

allele frequencies from among the 381 STRUCTURE software

outputs (no genetic structure model and 20 runs of a number of

ancestral groups from 2 to 20). The surrounded part of the tree was

zoomed; it corresponds to the outputs that are grouped in accordance

with the number of ancestral groups (K)

Fig. 4 BIC values of a male flowering time (MFT) and b thousand-

kernel weight (TKW) as a function of the number of degrees of

freedom absorbed by the structure model. The blue and red lines

represent the most likely (Q1) and second most likely (Q2) STRUC-

TURE software models, respectively; the green line represents PCA

(P) models and the light-blue line represents the MCA (M) models
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Without taking into account the panel structure, 6,409

SNPs were significantly associated with MFT (*65% of

the total number of tested SNPs) and 3,500 SNPs were

significantly associated with TWK (*35% of the total

number of tested SNPs). By introducing only one structure

covariate (2 structure groups), the number of significant

SNPs was reduced by 30% for MFT and by 90% for TWK.

As shown in Fig. 5, the number of significant SNPs con-

tinued to decrease by increasing the number of structure

covariates in the models until all loci were declared non-

significant. This decrease in the number of significant SNPs

is not a simple subtraction from the significant loci with a

lower covariate number, since loci that are not significant

with an n covariates model can become significant with an

n ? 1 covariates model, in spite of the fact that the total

number of significant loci decreases in general. Similarly,

in some cases, the number of significant loci can increase

by adding covariates in the structure model; this is clearly

shown in Fig. 5b with Q1 and Q2 models, where the

number of significant loci with six covariates increases

compared to the association results with five structure

covariates. This observation is explained by the fit of the

Q models on TWK, which is better with five covariates

when compared with six covariates for both traits (see the

BIC values in Fig. 4).

To evaluate the repeatability of the association results

for a given number of structure groups, the proportion of

significant loci, which are common between the models,

was calculated. Figure 6 shows, for each number of

structure covariates, the number of SNPs that were detected

with at least one model (Q1, Q2, P or M). Within these loci,

the percentage of those that were common to all the models

is indicated. As expected, the number of significant loci

decreases in inverse proportion to the degrees of freedom

of structure covariates. Similarly, the percentage of com-

mon loci between the methods decreases as the number of

structure covariates increases. For MFT, a small increase in

the percentage of common loci was observed with eight

and nine covariates, but it continued to decrease just after

the nine covariates model (see Fig. 6a). These observations

are quite different for TWK, because no significant loci

were observed at more than seven covariates (Fig. 6b).

Common loci were only observed for less than four

structure covariates.

The proportion of common loci for the models com-

pared two by two was then calculated, for every number of

structure covariates. When analyzing MFT, Q1 and Q2 had

almost 100% of common loci for all the structure models

with six covariates at most. This is not surprising because

these models are very similar according to the distance

described by Camus-Kulandaivelu et al. (2007). With more

than seven covariates, the percentage of common loci

fluctuates depending on the similarity between Q1 and Q2

matrices. The percentage of common loci in the remaining

Fig. 5 Number of SNPs significantly associated with a male flow-

ering time (MFT) and b thousand-kernel weight (TKW) as a function

of the number of degrees of freedom absorbed by the structure model.

The blue and red lines represent the most likely (Q1) and second most

likely (Q2) STRUCTURE software models, respectively; the green
line represents PCA (P) models and the light-blue line represents the

MCA (M) models. The surrounded parts correspond to a zoom of the

curves

Fig. 6 Total number of

significant SNPs over the four

structure models tested (solid
line curve) and percentage of

SNPs common to all of them

(dotted line curve) as a function

of the number of degrees of

freedom absorbed by the

structure model
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comparisons decreases as the number of structure groups in

the compared models increases. With a high number of

structure covariates (more than 24 covariates), no signifi-

cant loci for MFT were common for the P and M models

(see Table 2 on supplemental data). If the percentage of

common loci is used as a criterion of model similarity, it

appears that P and M models, on the one hand, and the

STRUCTURE software models (Q1 and Q2), on the other,

are the most similar ones. Comparable results were

obtained for TWK in spite of no significant loci being

detected when using structure models with more than seven

covariates.

The association results of all the models tested were

then compared. The more the structure models diverged

according to the group numbers, the less they carried

common significant loci.

Finally, it is interesting to note that 4,544 SNPs were

significantly associated with MFT with at least one of the

structure models that would have been selected with the

different criteria (BIC values, log-likelihood plateau and

delta(K) criteria for STRUCTURE outputs; ‘‘elbow’’ cri-

terion and Tracy–Widom statistic for PCA and MCA).

Within these SNPs, only three were common to all of them.

For TWK, no significant loci were detected with the

models that would have been selected with the BIC values

and no significant associations were detected with the

P and M models, which would have been selected with the

different criteria.

Association meta-analysis

Instead of selecting a given structure model relying on a

particular criteria, the entire association mapping results

were used in a model summing approach. This involved

first eliminating, for each trait, the models for which no

significant loci were observed. A total of 3 and 77 models

were thus eliminated for MFT and TKW, respectively. For

the remaining models, 5,296 and 317 SNPs were signifi-

cantly associated with MFT and TWK, respectively. They

account for, respectively, 53.25 and 3.18% of the tested

SNPs. These numbers of significant SNPs are too high and

suggest that the results will include false positives. To

select the robust loci, the number of models for which a

given SNP was significantly associated with the analyzed

trait was simply counted and ordered, starting with the

SNPs that were detected with the highest number of

models. The loci that were found to be significant with at

least a threshold of model numbers were retained. This

threshold was set according to the aimed robustness. In this

case for example, 67 and 35 were selected for MFT and

TWK, respectively, for at least 50% of the retained models

and 21 SNPs were selected for both traits for at least 75%

of the retained models (Table 2).

For the meta-analysis approaches, Fisher’s inverse chi-

square (ICS) method is widely used. It combines the results

of independent tests by summing the logarithm of the

p-values (Hedges and Olkin 1985). The ICS values in this

study were calculated for the retained structure models, but

were not tested because the models were not independent.

The SNPs were ordered in accordance with the ICS statistic

or in accordance with the model summing approach used.

The ranks of the selected SNPs with at least 50% of the

retained models were linearly correlated between the ICS

method and the model summing approach (the square of

the Pearson coefficient of correlation was R2 = 0.69 and

0.74 for MFT and TWK, respectively).

Discussion

There are numerous methods for estimating the structure of

a diversity panel. For each one, several approaches, relying

mostly on ad hoc criteria, were proposed to help select the

suitable number of ancestral groups to use in the associa-

tion mapping tests as covariate fixed effects. However,

because of the complexity of the panel stratification, the

‘‘true’’ group number was generally not known and these

ad hoc criteria did not enable an obvious choice of structure

Table 2 Frequency table of the number of models in which a given

SNP is significant for male flowering time (MFT) and thousand-

kernel weight (TKW)

Class intervals Number of significant SNPs

MFT TKW

90–98 models – –

86–89 models 2 –

81–85 models 1 –

76–80 models 8 –

71–75 models 3 –

66–70 models 7 –

61–65 models 9 –

56–60 models 4 –

51–55 models 14 –

46–50 models 18 –

41–45 models 16 –

36–40 models 23 –

31–35 models 31 –

26–30 models 34 –

21–25 models 45 –

16–20 models 135 21

11–15 models 286 14

06–10 models 603 48

01–05 models 4,055 234

The class interval is every five models, except for the extreme classes
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model. The model used in such cases may not be suitable.

The goal was therefore to evaluate the effect of the number

of structure groups on the results of association mapping

tests. Different methods were also compared (STRUC-

TURE software, PCA and MCA).

Structure estimates

To carry out the structure estimates, a set of haplotypic

markers built up from the concatenation of SNPs that are

physically mapped in the same genic regions were used.

These haplotypic markers should be more informative than

the SNPs in spite of the fact that Hamblin et al. (2007)

found only a small improvement in the measurement of

genetic distances when converting SNPs to haplotypic

markers.

The major difficulty when a high number of markers is

used to estimate the panel structures is the presence of

redundant markers (due to physical linkage disequilib-

rium), which introduces a bias (Price et al. 2006). Our

study distinguishes two scales of possible redundancy:

within a genic region—because the amplicons do not carry

the same number of genotyped SNPs—and within the

whole genome. We avoided intra-genic redundancy by

concatenating the SNPs and utilizing haplotypic markers.

These multiallelic markers carry a high number of alleles if

they result from a high number of SNPs. They will thus

have more weight on the structure estimates, but will not

bias them. Within each chromosome, marker redundancy

was avoided by selecting them so that they are genetically

mapped at a distance of more than 1 cM from the others.

Assuming that recombination hotspots within biparental

populations and diversity panels are similar, this 1-cM

distance would avoid the marker redundancy in all parts of

the genome. In addition, the extent of linkage disequilib-

rium (LD) in this panel is very low, and the loci mapped at

intervals of 1 cM will be in linkage disequilibrium only

due to the panel structure. This low extent of linkage dis-

equilibrium was also observed in similar maize panels

(Remington et al. 2001; Tenaillon et al. 2001).

The Bayesian admixture model implemented in

STRUCTURE software (Pritchard et al. 2000) was first run

with 20 repetitions of a group number (K) varying from 1

to 20. To select the ‘‘suitable’’ K, the plateau criterion

proposed by Pritchard et al. (2007) was applied. Such a

plateau of the log-likelihood values with respect to K was

not clearly reached in the study. Similar observations have

been reported in numerous studies dealing with different

plant species (Lia et al. 2009; Lu et al. 2009;

Abdurakhmonov et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2008; Camus-

Kulandaivelu et al. 2007; Heuertz et al. 2004). In the

present material, this could be explained by the presence of

several levels of stratification since the panel represents the

whole genetic diversity of the temperate maize material

and includes some related materials. Therefore, adding

new groups to the structure model yields a continuous

improvement in the description of the panel structure

(Camus-Kulandaivelu et al. 2006).

The delta(K) criterion suggested by Evanno et al. (2005)

gave the highest value at two groups (1 structure covari-

ate). This method is known to give rise to the first structure

level (Lia et al. 2009), which appears to principally dis-

criminate, in the present study panel, the European flint and

their American Northern flint progenitors from the Amer-

ican dent lines. Nevertheless, we are firmly of the opinion

that using only one covariate in the association model

would not fully control the stratification.

The reliability criterion introduced by Camus-Kulan-

daivelu et al. (2007) was also applied. This relies on a

distance between the STRUCTURE software outputs,

which evaluates the similarity of the Q matrices. The

neighbor joining tree of these distances indicates a con-

sistent output clustering with respect to K up to five

groups (4 structure covariates). In the whole panel from

which the subset of 342 lines was taken, Camus-Kulan-

daivelu et al. (2007) showed a consistent clustering in

accordance with the group number at only K = 2 and

K = 3; the remaining group numbers did not show any

clear patent of gathering in accordance with K. We thus

improved the reliability of the structure outputs in the

present analysis. This improvement is probably essentially

due to the high number of loci used; furthermore, the

present loci were different, more iterations were used

(100,000 instead of 50,000 in the study of Camus-

Kulandaivelu et al. 2007) and the panel size was reduced

by discarding 33 lines that had an unexpected high

frequency of heterozygote loci.

The panel structure was also estimated by principal

component and multiple correspondence analyses. When

projecting the panel lines onto the first axes, the plots of

PCA and MCA were quite similar (graphics not shown).

This is not really surprising as the two methods are

diagonalization of two particular binary tables A and A0.
The only differences between the two methods are (1)

the number of alleles used to perform the analysis and

(2) the column weights. MCA was performed using all

the alleles generated by the 641 loci and each allele

weight corresponded to its frequency in the panel. This

method thus gives more weight to the rare alleles. In the

present PCA, one allele per locus was suppressed

because the arrangement of a given allele can be inferred

from the arrangement of the other ones for the same

locus. This avoided the dependency within each locus.

The allele weights in the present PCA correspond to their

standard deviation thus giving more weight to the com-

mon alleles.
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The Tracy–Widom statistic allowed for selection of four

PCA and six MCA components. However, the results of

this statistic were ambiguous in the case of MCA because

of the dependency between the alleles of the same locus.

With the ‘‘elbow’’ criterion, four PCA and MCA compo-

nents were retained. This criterion aims to select all the

components before the first inflexion point in the curve of

eigenvalues according to their rank. However, the principal

inflexion points were not very prominent and secondary

ones were observed on the curves. This observation is in

agreement with the log-likelihoods of the STRUCTURE

software outputs, which suggest that the more the structure

covariates introduced in the model, the better is the panel

structure described.

The goodness of fit of the model to the phenotypic data

was integrated in the selection of structure model by cal-

culating the BIC. The BIC values were calculated for all of

the models tested with both MFT and TWK. The model in

which the best BIC value is reached depends greatly on the

method of structure estimate and on the analyzed trait: the

more the trait is correlated to the panel structure, the higher

is the number of covariates required to control the

structure.

Association mapping tests

The criteria used to select a structure model for the dif-

ferent structure methods did not converge to the same

number of groups. In addition to the structure method, the

selected model depends on the criteria used to select it and

on the analyzed trait. This variation in the model choice is

principally caused by the complexity of the study’s panel

structure, which leads to no perfect matching between any

model and the panel structure. The association tests were

thus carried out with all the computed models.

A two-step association test was carried out. The phe-

notypes were first corrected for the panel structure and the

SNP effects in the adjusted phenotypes were then tested.

This two-step model is asymptotically similar to the one-

step one. In mixed association models, which integrate

both fixed and random structure effects, Stich et al. (2008)

did not observe a large increase of the type one error in

their two-step model in comparison with the one-step tests.

Furthermore, the present study tested a high number of

SNPs and the two-step model was the more practical and

less time consuming, since the phenotypes were only

adjusted once. The two-step model may also be computa-

tionally more stable if the effects of the tested loci are

collinear to those of the structure covariates.

The main concern was to investigate the impact of the

number of structure groups on the association mapping

results of a real data set. Also, given that the panel

structure had been estimated with different methods, the

association results with the different estimates were then

compared.

The result shows a significant effect of the structure

models on the association mapping tests. This effect varies

depending on the analyzed traits. The more a trait is cor-

related to the panel structure, the higher is the number of

structure covariates required to control the false positives

and the higher is the number of covariates required to reach

an over-structuring model in which all the associated loci

vanish. Likewise, the structure models that would be

selected with the criteria used gave quite different associ-

ation results and only a very small proportion of the

associations were common to all of them. This was prin-

cipally due to the false positives and to the false negatives.

Two kinds of false positives should be distinguished: (1)

false positives that are due to the panel structure and (2)

statistically false positives due to the high number of tests

carried out. The former were controlled by introducing

structure covariates in the association model and the latter

were limited by controlling the false discovery rate at 10%.

Meta-analysis of association mapping results

It was quite difficult to select a structure model with the

panel studied; furthermore, the association results depend

strongly on the model chosen. Due to the complex panel

structure, we are of the firm opinion that it will be quite

unlikely to find one model, which would fully describe it;

instead, several models will be close to the ‘‘true’’ one.

Consequently, instead of trying to identify the best model

according to a given criterion, the aim was to make use of

the results for all of the models tested. This approach

highlights the causal loci that are not correlated with these

first levels of panel structure. It is quite easy to justify for

dimensional reduction methods (PCA and MCA), because

a structure model with n covariates can be seen as the

model with (n - 1) covariates for which a supplementary

structure dimension is added. Therefore, a given locus is

significant and stays significant until it correlates with a

structure covariate introduced into the model. Two kinds of

correlations can be observed: (1) a collinearity between a

structure dimension and a false positive or (2) a correlation

between a causal locus and a structure covariate (false

negative). The rank of the structure covariates to which a

given loci is correlated depends on the loci and on the

correlation of the analyzed trait to the panel structure.

However, most of the first SNPs to become non-significant

are false positives, correlated with the first covariates that

describe the panel structure. Among the SNPs correlated

with the first covariates, causal loci may be observed but it

seems very difficult to differentiate them from the false

positives if no prior information is available (Ducrocq

et al. 2008). In addition, the true positives that are
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highlighted by the meta-analysis approach would be less

affected by the methods used to compute the structure

estimates and they would be generally correlated to struc-

ture covariates that have high ranks (over-structuring

dimensions).

The repeatability of the association results for all of the

models helps when selecting true positives, because the

higher the rank of the structure dimension to which a given

locus is correlated, the higher is its repeatability and the

higher the likelihood of it being a true positive. Thus, by

counting the number of models for which a given locus is

significantly associated with the analyzed trait and by set-

ting a minimal threshold of model number for which it

should be detected, the robust loci will be selected. The

user sets this threshold according to the desired statistical

power.

The only inconvenience of this summing approach is

that it requires testing all the structure models and is thus

time consuming. However, testing all the SNP associa-

tions with the entire structure models took less time

compared to Bayesian estimates of the panel structure

and, by using the two-step model, the analysis time was

reduced.

By combining in this way the association results of

several structure models, robust SNPs were picked up. The

most often-repeated SNP, for association tests with MFT,

was detected with 89 models. It is located in the MADS-

box genes ZMM14, which is specifically expressed in the

upper floret of maize ear spikelets. It could be involved in

specifying the identity of the upper floret and may have an

early function in the spikelet meristem (Cacharrón et al.

1999). The MADS-box genes encode a family of tran-

scription factors, which are known to affect the flower

organs. In maize, several genes belonging to this family

were shown to be involved in the development of maize

sexual organs (Danilevskaya et al. 2008; Heuer et al. 2000).

Two other SNPs from ZMM14 were detected with 73 and

68 models; they were mapped at, respectively, 109 and

261 bp from the first one and were in linkage disequilib-

rium with it (D0 & 0.98 and R2 & 0.70).

Similarly, for the association tests with TWK, an

interesting SNP was detected with 19 of the 20 retained

models. It is mapped in the gene of Granule-bound starch

synthase-I (GBSS-I), which is also known as waxy1 (Nelson

and Rines 1962). GBSS-I is involved in the synthesis of

amylose, which accounts for 25% of the total starch con-

tained in the endosperm (Hannah 2007). Starch accounts

for 73% of the kernel’s total weight, and the genes

involved in starch synthesis are critical to grain yield and

quality (Buckler and Stevens 2005). Two other SNPs from

GBSS-I were detected with 13 models; they were located at

400 and 414 bp from the first one and were in linkage

disequilibrium with it (D0 & 0.98 and R2 & 0.34).

It is also interesting to note that the result of this sum-

ming-model approach were in accordance with the results

of the ICS statistic in spite of the fact that the loci ranks

were not totally conserved in the two approaches. The

observed inversions in the SNP ranks are not surprising

because the ICS statistic favored the loci having the lowest

P values.

Fixed and mixed structure effects in the association

mapping models

Several association mapping studies appealing for different

structure models were published. Yu et al. (2006) intro-

duced a unified mixed association model accounting for

both fixed and random structure effects. The fixed effects

were estimated with the Bayesian STRUCTURE software,

while the random effects were approximates of the identity

by descent between two individuals (Loiselle et al. 1995;

Ritland 1996). They showed that integrating both effects

generally improved the model fit to the phenotypic varia-

tion of the analyzed maize quantitative traits. Similarly,

Zhao et al. (2007) applied the above approach within an

Arabidopsis thaliana diversity panel. In addition, PCA and

a matrix based on shared alleles (identity by state) were

used for the fixed and the random structure effects,

respectively. They yielded similar conclusions to Yu et al.

(2006) about the mixed models; these models were the best

in terms of reducing the false positive rate and maintaining

statistical power. Using a kinship matrix estimated by

REML, it was also shown that mixed models are appro-

priate for association mapping in a winter wheat panel

(Stich et al. 2008) and in rapeseed, potato, sugar beet,

maize and Arabidopsis thaliana panels (Stich and Mel-

chinger 2009).

All these studies found that mixed association models

were suitable. However, the present study focused on the

fixed structure covariates due to their main effect in the

analyzed panel. This panel represents a large maize

diversity with several heterotic groups and using only a

relatedness matrix would not be enough to correctly

account for the different origins of the inbred lines.

Moreover, with no complete pedigree information, select-

ing an appropriate matrix to model the genetic covariance

between the inbred lines is not an easy task. The commonly

used kinship estimates based on molecular markers (Loi-

selle et al. 1995; Ritland 1996) were described in a popu-

lation genetic context; their initial assumptions are not met

in panels of inbred lines (Maenhout et al. 2009). However,

Loiselle et al. (1995) kinship estimator was calculated in

the analyzed material. The negative values reached up to

-0.20. After replacing theses negative values by 0, the

matrix was not positive semi-definite; it thus required

further statistical transformation to the closest positive
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semi-definite matrix to avoid the different difficulties

reported by Maenhout et al.(2009). The consequences of

such transformation in the genetic covariance modeling are

not well known. Similarly, the use of a matrix based on the

identity by state does not guarantee a common ancestral

origin of the inbred lines.

Selecting an appropriate kinship estimator is important

when using a mixed model approach for association map-

ping tests, which is beyond the scope of the present study.

However, association mapping tests were carried out with

different mixed models. Preliminary results indicated an

influence of both the fixed and random structure effects on

the association mapping tests. By changing the matrix used

to model the genetic covariance and by changing the

number of covariates used to control the fixed structure

effects, the association results changed (data not shown).

Therefore, with an appropriate modeling of the genetic

covariance, combining the association results, using dif-

ferent fixed structure effects, will improve the pinpointing

of robust loci.
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